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Thinking about a happy retirement may seem like a long time from now, but the truth is that time 
goes by quickly and we will soon age.  This garden home illustrated belongs to an elderly lady 
who was a former news reporter.  She chose to retire to relax in a small one-storey home.  Her 
house is surrounded by lovely gardens and a vegetable garden nursery.  It’s a leisure hobby 
that can be spent all day.  Architect Lalund renovated the house to make it modern and more 
hospitable in an area that occupies 988 square meters. 
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The entrance of the home is defined by airy wooden slat panels painted white.  This area was 
previously a water treatment spot but no longer needed.  The architect altered the landscape to 
join it to the house.  It became an aesthetically pleasing walkway, decorated by small gardens.  
The path towards the house is constructed of prefabricated cement. 
 

 
 



 
 
The interior décor emphasized simplicity.  Old décor and items were transformed into artistic 
expressions.  The ceiling featured a rustic look.  It generates excitement and interest.  The 
ceiling also revealed space between the beams and the roof, exuding harmony with nature 
which is beneficial towards the occupants’ well-being as well.  The walls are decorated with art.  
The elderly lady who owns this home senses these qualities too and is extremely proud of its 
interior and outdoor features.  A previously plain old home has become especially wonderful to 
live in. 
 

 
 



 

 



 
 

 



 

 
 
Something that absolutely cannot be missed any day is time to spend with plants in the 
backyard.  There decorative plants provide enjoyment as you care for them.  The area is also 
adorned by the classic earthen bricks which the architect has chosen to preserve in its original 
state.  They are now rather rare, embodies emotionally satisfaction, and better quality than 
modern materials.  Adjacent to this area is a glass gazebo for one to lounge around inside.  It 
reduces heat during the daytime and protects against mosquitoes in the evening.  These small 
sources of happiness actually need not have to wait until you are old, but possible to obtain 
now. 


